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• 4 press releases published + 5 news launched on website

• 22 editorial and podcast opportunities secured and published in leading industry publications to 

position oneM2M as an industry thought leader 

• 6 speaker opportunities secured and completed at global technology events

• 4 speaker opportunities secured for 2022 

• 2 media alerts distributed to support oneM2M’s speaking opportunities

• More than 250 pieces of coverage secured throughout the year

• First white paper and Webinar on sustainability

• 13 Executive Interviews published

• LinkedIn: 1,156 followers (+12%), 108 posts

• Twitter: 1,393 (+6%), 416 tweets

• All Monthly MARCOM conference calls hold excepting (n 101 cancelled)
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Overview > Completed activities
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Press releases > Coverage highlights
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Date (2021) Title

8 February Surge in oneM2M membership by Indian entities following national adoption 
of its standards

20 April oneM2M launches new initiative to promote sustainability via IoT 
technologies and open-standard systems

28 July oneM2M invites contributions on future roadmap for standards based IoT 
systems

30 September oneM2M publishes whitepaper on IoT and sustainability to promote 
responsible design principles

Press releases > Overview
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Press releases > Highlights

6

A press release on the 
surge in oneM2M 
membership was 

distributed in February 
2021

Audience breakdown: 
Global – 52%
Europe – 13%
North America – 22%
Asia Pacific – 13%
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Press releases > Highlights

7

A press release on the new 
sustainability initiative was 

distributed in April 2021

Audience breakdown: 
Global – 79%
Europe – 10%
North America – 3%
Asia Pacific – 5%
Africa – 3%
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Press releases > Highlights

8

A press release on release 
4 and 5 of the standard 

was distributed in July 2021

Audience breakdown: 
Global – 87%
Europe – 5%
North America – 5%
Asia Pacific – 2%
Africa – 1%
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Press releases > Highlights

9

A press release on the 
oneM2M IoT and 

sustainability whitepaper 
was distributed in 

September 2021

Audience breakdown: 
Global – 92%
Europe – 4%
North America – 4%
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Editorial > Feature coverage

10

A feature on using oneM2M architecture for smart 
cities was published on IoT Now. 

A feature on IoT infrastructure was 
published in Architecture & Governance 

Magazine

The IoT Now article was also published in 
Spanish on TechNoticias

IoT Now is based in the UK 
but covers a global audience.

Architecture & 
Governance is 

based in Texas, US, 
but covers a global 

audience.
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Editorial > Feature coverage

11

A feature on sharing IoT data was published in CIE 
Magazine

A feature on IoT standards for public safety 
communications was published in Mission 

Critical Communications

A feature on IoT data was published in 
Architecture & Governance Magazine

CIE is based in the UK but 
has a global audience.

A double-page advertorial 
in CIE Magazine would cost 

£4,725

Mission Critical 
Communications began 

in North America,  is now 
an international 

publication.

Architecture & 
Governance is 

based in Texas, US, 
but covers a global 

audience.
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Editorial > Feature coverage

12

Comments from oneM2M on Industrial IoT were 
published in The Business Reporter

A feature on IoT standards was published 
on IoT Now

IoT Now is based in the 
UK but covers a global 
audience.
Read in more than 100 
countries, IoT Now has 
become the leading 
global publication 
dedicated to IoT-
enabled business.

The Business Insider is 
based in New York but has 
over 7.45 million monthly 
global online visitors.
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Editorial > Feature coverage

13

A feature on the topic of IoT and sustainability 
was published in Architecture & Governance 

Magazine

A feature on smart city standards was 
published in IEEE Communications Standards 

Magazine

A feature on IoT security was published in 
Architecture & Governance Magazine

IEEE Communications 
Magazine is comprised of 
29,000+ members in 142 
countries across the world.

Architecture & 
Governance is 

based in Texas, US, 
but covers a global 

audience.

Architecture & 
Governance is 
based in Texas, US, 
but covers a global 
audience.
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Editorial > Feature coverage

14

A feature on IoT systems was published on IoT 
for All

A feature on sustainability was published 
in Architecture & Governance Magazine

A feature on IoT in public safety 
communications was published in Pipeline

Pipeline is based in Michigan, 
US but has a global audience.
A ½ size embedded 
interactive article advertising 
placement is £3,995.

IoT For All is based 
in Maryland, US, 
but has a global 
readership.

Architecture & 
Governance is 
based in Texas, US, 
but covers a global 
audience.
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Editorial > Feature coverage

15

A feature on IoT communications was published 
on IoT for All

A feature on IoT in public safety services 
was published in Critical Comms

A feature on IoT sensors was published in 
Architecture & Governance Magazine

Critical Comms is based in New South 
Wales, Australia but has a global 
audience.
A full-page advertorial in Critical 
Comms magazine is $4,300.

IoT For All is based 
in Maryland, US, 
but has a global 
readership.

Architecture & 
Governance is 

based in Texas, US, 
but covers a global 

audience.
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Editorial > Feature coverage

16

A feature on IoT systems was published in 
CIE Magazine

A feature on IoT sustainability was published 
on IoT for All

A feature on procurement for smart city 
services was published in Waste 

Advantage Magazine

Waste Advantage 
is based in 

Florida, US but 
has over 50,000+ 

global digital 
subscribers.

IoT For All is based 
in Maryland, US, 
but has a global 
readership.

CIE is based in the UK but 
has a global audience.

A double-page advertorial 
in CIE Magazine would cost 

£4,725
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Editorial > Feature coverage

A feature on semantic 
interoperability has been 

published in Pipeline. 

Pipeline is based in Michigan, 
US but has a global audience.
A ½ size embedded 
interactive article advertising 
placement is £3,995.
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Editorial > Podcast coverage

18

An interview opportunity was secured 
and completed on The Peggy Smedley 
Show. Dale Seed recorded the interview 
on the topic of IoT standards and 
oneM2M’s sustainability initiative.

The Peggy Smedley Show is 
based in Illinois, US. The podcast 
averages 115,000 listeners and is 

ranked as the No. 1 IoT and 
digital transformation podcast.
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Editorial > Podcast coverage
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A podcast opportunity was completed 
on the Trending Tech podcast. Ken 
Figueredo recorded the podcast on the 
topic of what technology can learn 
from the natural world. 
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Editorial > Monitoring for coverage

20

A feature on IoT and sustainability has been 
submitted to Digitalisation World. Currently 

monitoring for coverage for 2022.

Comments on IIoT have been submitted to AI 
Magazine. Currently monitoring for coverage 

for 2022.

Digitalisation World is 
based in the UK but 
reaches over 37,000 
subscribers with a 
geographical 
breakdown:
UK – 24%
Germany – 18% 
France – 13%
Nordic & Benelux 
regions – 22%
Italy – 9%
Spain – 7%
South Africa – 2%
Middle East – 4%
Rest of the World – 1%

AI Magazine is a digital 
community for the global 
technology industry that 

connects the world’s largest 
Artificial Intelligence brands 

and their most senior 
executives with the latest 

trends as the industries around 
the world pivots towards 

technology and digital 
transformation.
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Events > Speaking opportunities

21

Ken Figueredo represented oneM2M 
on the panel IoT Networks – the 

Considerations & Solutions for Staying 
Connected at IoT Tech Expo Virtual 

event in March 2021

Ken Figueredo joined the panel Does 
the World Need Another IoT 

Standard? at the 5th IoT Global 
Innovation Forum in July 2021

Andreas Neubacher joined the panel 
Integrating IoT Connectivity at IoT 

Tech Expo Global in September 2021 
on behalf of oneM2M
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Events > Speaking opportunities

22

Shane He represented oneM2M on the 
panel The importance of 

interoperability at the Future of 
Communication Conference in 

September 2021

Bob Flynn joined the panel 
Integrating IoT Connectivity at IoT 

Tech Expo North America in 
September 2021 on behalf of oneM2M

Rana Kamill joined the panel IoT 
Security – Acting Ahead of the Threat 
at IoT Tech Expo Europe in November 

2021
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Events > Media alerts

23

A media invitation was drafted to support Ken 
Figueredo’s speaking opportunity on behalf of 

oneM2M

A media invitation was drafted to support Andreas 
Neubacher’s speaking opportunity on behalf of 

oneM2M
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Thought leadership - Webinar

24

Sustainable IoT – Low Code, Low Maintenance and Ultra Low-Power Approaches - 20 July 2021, 

Presented by Dale Seed (Convida Wireless), Andreas Kraft (Deutsche Telekom), Ravikumar Pragada
(InterDigital Inc.)
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Thought leadership - Whitepaper

25

The release of its first whitepaper on IoT sustainability. Co-written by diverse industrial

stakeholders, it describes the sustainability landscape, surveys potential demand for sustainability

solutions and shows how different organizations are pursuing sustainability objectives.
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13 Executive Interviews published

1. TP48 featured discussions for Release 5 capabilities…Published: 5 January 2021 - Roland Hechwartner

2. Our team focuses on applied innovation… Published: 2 February 2021, Ingo Friese (DT)

3. At TP49, we saw the impact of India’s adoption of oneM2M standards … Published: 17 February 2021 - Roland Hechwartner

4. oneM2M standards address the common requirements…Published: 10 March 2021, Marianne Mohali (Orange)

5. oneM2M promotes interoperability, scalability, modularity … Published: 6 May 2021, Dale Seed (COnvida Wireless)

6. IoT standardization would help us to reuse a common platform… Published: 18 May 2021, Girish Ramachandran (TCS)

7. In addition to improved marketing of oneM2M…- Published: 11 June 2021 - Roland Hechwartner

8. All organizations need to embrace sustainability…Published: 21 June 2021, Klaus Grobe (ADVA)

9. oneM2M adds value by integrating different IoT technologies … Published: 6 July 2021, Poornima Shandilya (C-DOT)

10. Businesses should use technology …Published: 3 August 2021, Professor Désirée M. van Gorp (Nyenrode Business University)

11. Interoperability bridges borders between IoT domains … Published: 21 September 2021, Joachim Koss (JK Consulting)

12. This TP shows how oneM2M is a dynamic standard… Published: 8 OCtober 2021 - Roland Hechwartner

13. Businesses need to protect their IoT investments… Published: 10 November 2021, Bob Flynn (Exacta GS)

26
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oneM2M Social media
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• LinkedIn: 1,156 followers (+12%), 108 posts

• Twitter: 1,393 (+6%), 416 tweets
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oneM2M website
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Video & generic collaterals
Launch of the new generic video to best present oneM2M to a new audience, Launch in January
Produce high class collaterals (brochure/ppt to present M2M on events ect)

oneM2M news announcements & Executive Interviews
With Release 5 and oneM2M’s 10th anniversary taking place in 2022, there will be opportunities to highlight the important work that 
oneM2M is doing. Promoting any deployments or real-life impacts of oneM2M’s work will also allow to further position oneM2M as an 
industry leader. By using announcements and updates from work groups and TPs, key publications and editors can be kept informed 
of oneM2M’s achievements. 

oneM2M as a thought leader
We need to continue to ensure high quality coverage across top-tier publications for oneM2M. This coverage covers a wide range of 
areas, including smart cities and public safety, as well as the global IoT landscape. The real life impact of oneM2M’s work and expertise 
is of interest to key editors, and our agency is already looking at 2022 editorial and comment opportunities for oneM2M’s experts. 

Industry event promotion & Webinars
Speaking opportunities have been secured throughout the year, and we have already started  arranging speaking slots for 2022 that 
allow oneM2M experts to be positioned as thought leaders in the industry. While these events do include IoT focused events, the COM 
agency is also in discussions with vertical specific events too, such as smart cities, automotive and disaster recovery. 

Digital content
Digital content across the website and social media is an important element of modern PR. For 2022  recommends prioritising social 
media follower and engagement growth by developing a social media strategy. The agency has extensive social media experience,
and offers a ‘Digital Forensics Report’. This would look in-depth at oneM2M’s social media accounts and statistics and would provide 
recommendations on how to improve engagement. 

Looking ahead > 2022
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Thank you! 


